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For Immediate Release



Executive Chefs are the order of the day this Easter, as the charismatic Nick Honeyman, joins 
Copper Kitchen & Bar’s resident in chief, Ben McRae, to headline a weekend of entertaining 
Easter events, at Ubud’s multi award-winning, boutique lifestyle hotel, Bisma Eight.


The Balinese capital of cuisine, Ubud, is renowned for attracting innovative foodies from all over 
the world. Culinary icons continue to be drawn by the fresh, exotic ingredients that the town and 
its surrounding regions afford them; and the vibrant restaurant scene that occupies a proverbial 
rabbit warren of streets and alleyways in Ubud’s town centre, shows no sign of slowing down.


Leading the charge on this foodie revolution is the authentic, ethical and inspired, Copper 
Kitchen & Bar.  The idyllic restaurant, poised high in the jungle canopy, has captivated the 
imagination for an endless stream of chef collaborations already this year; inviting their friends 
from the world of food and drink to participate in a string of impressive events at the iconic food 
house.  


The “Easter Feaster” sees this latest of synergies fall consciously in the midst of Easter 
weekend, and promises to be a celebratory highlight of locally sourced produce, delicately 
bought together with international finesse, by two of the worlds most inventive Executive Chefs.


South African born and raised, Honeyman left his motherland at the tender age of eighteen, to 
pursue what can only be described as: "a burning passion for cooking” and now in his 30’s, he’s 
no stranger to the heady heights of culinary mastery, and the experience that naturally comes 
with it.


Stints at the tri-Michelin starred Astrance and Arpège restaurants in Paris, and an Executive 
posting at Sofitel Auckland, have seen the roving chef find an almost spiritual home in both 
cities; most recently opening the classic French Bistro ‘ParisButter’ in Auckland's Herne Bay, 
whilst flying to the south of France eight weeks of the year for his seasonal restaurant, Le Petit 
Leon.


The highly accomplished duo are both known for their adventurous streaks, fearlessly mixing 
flavours and techniques from their vast array of worldly travels; and the in vogue pair are truly 
synonymous with the ideas of versatility, rusticity, and progress, that embody the very 
sensations one experiences whilst dining at Copper;  a sincere culinary destination that offers a 
refined take on modern-casual dining.


Opening together, with an amuse bouche trio of Amed line caught sashimi, the two chefs will 
then continue to alternate dishes, balancing the tastes from course to course. Ensuring that the 
drama that unfolds from the kitchen, is as Oscar worthy as the unrivalled ambience that can 
only be felt, from the rooftop restaurants warm, orange, woody charm.


Honeyman will lead with Ora king salmon tartar, cauliflower mouse and dashi jelly, as Chef Ben 
follows with shellfish tortellini, lobster bisque reduction and wood fired fennel & flowers.  If you 
haven't already started to salivate with anticipation, the cured to perfection Beef tenderloin with 
soubise truffles onion, brown onion puree & duxelles might just take you over the edge, but be 
sure to save room for dessert as both promise to bring a suitably sweet ending to the dinner, 
leaving guests to soak up the enviable surroundings of volcanoes, lush tropical forest and 
uninterrupted views of the bright moonlit stars.


Tables are available for up to 60 people, and both hotel guests and non-hotel guests are invited 
to join the 7 course collaboration of executive order.  Optional beverage pairing is also available 
for those who wish to really immerse themselves in a palatable infusion, but all are welcome to 
celebrate Easter this year, on the rooftop at Copper Kitchen & Bar.




MENU & PRICING 

Saturday, 15 April 2017

From 7 to 10 PM


IDR 780k Net (non pairing)

IDR 1200k Net (with Pairing)


*prices per person


Amuse Bouche 
 Trio of Amed line caught sashimi


To begin 
Ora king salmon tartar, cauliflower mouse, Dashi jelly


2nd plate 
Shellfish tortellini, lobster bisque reduction, wood fired fennel & flowers


3rd plate 
Beef tenderloin, soubise truffles onion, brown onion puree & duxelles


4th plate 
Seafood Khoresh with Israeli cous cous


Dessert Time 
Cafe au chocolate


A sweet ending 
Cashew nut parfait, cashew puree, cashew praline & cashew bubbles


Editor’s Notes: 

Copper Kitchen & Bar is a seasonal earth-to-table dining experience, staying true to the local 
produce sourced from the farms of The Gardens at Bisma Eight, Tegallalang Reserve and Amed 
Fisheries. Stay authentic, ethical, and inspired.

Visit:  copperubud.com


Bisma Eight is a boutique hotel experience set within the natural and cultural heart of Ubud. 
Rooted in the artisan heritage of central Bali, Bisma Eight is something entirely different from 
what people have to come to think of as staying in Ubud.

Visit: bisma-eight.com


*For more information, images, interviews and content please contact: 

Mr. Robbie Woodward at Ohana Communications. bismaeight@ohanacommunications.com
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